The local responses of the multifocal ERG reveal continuous changes in the second order waveforms from the nasal to the temporal retina. Scrutiny of these changes suggests the presence of an additive component whose latency increases with the distance of the stimulus from the optic nerve head. This observation led to the hypothesis of a contributing source in the vicinity of the optic nerve head whose signal is delayed in proportion to the fiber length from the stimulated retinal patch to the nerve head. The hypothesis was tested with two independent methods. In Method 1, a set of different local response waveforms was approximated by two fixed components whose relative latency was allowed to vary and the fit of this two component model was evaluated. In Method 2, two signals were derived simultaneously using different placements for the reference electrode. The placements were selected to produce a different ratio of the signal contributions from the retina and the nerve head in the two recording channels. The signals were then combined at a ratio that canceled the retinal component. Method 1 yielded an excellent fit of the two component model. Waveforms and latencies of the hypothetical optic nerve head component derived from the two methods agree well with each other. The local latencies also agree with the propagation delays measured in the nerve fiber layer of the monkey retina. In combination, these findings provide strong evidence for a signal source near the optic nerve head.
Introduction
The search for a viable technique to monitor ganglion cell function is motivated by the potential for widespread applications in the clinic. The most important application relates to the early detection and management of glaucoma. In earlier stages of the disease, glaucomatous damage is presumed to be restricted to the proximal retina, specifically the ganglion cells. Standard visual field tests reveal elevated psychophysical thresholds predominantly in arc shaped areas emanating from the optic disc. Methods for early detection and mapping of the dysfunctional retinal areas provide a means to better identify persons at risk and to assist in disease management. In clinical research, the monitoring of ganglion cell function is expected to play an important role in the evaluation of new pharmacological agents.
In recent years, instrumentation has become available for the assessment of glaucomatous damage by measuring nerve fiber loss using modern optical techniques. Two such techniques have achieved some prominence and are currently being evaluated, namely scanning laser polarimetry (Dreher, Reiter & Weinreb, 1992; Weinreb, Shakiba & Zangwill, 1995) and optical coherence tomography (Hee, Izatt, Swanson, Huang, Schuman & Lin et al., 1995) . Accurate measurement of nerve fiber loss using these techniques is technically challenging and it is unlikely that early fiber loss can be detected reliably at this time.
It is possible that early functional changes are detectable before significant fiber loss occurs, i.e. at a stage where they may still be reversible through early intervention. A number of reports support the notion that electrophysiological tools can detect early functional changes. Several studies have demonstrated that the pattern-reversal ERG (PERG) is abnormal in glaucoma (Pabst, Bopp & Schnaudigel, 1984; Berninger & Arden, 1988; Marx, Podos, Bodis-Wollner, Lee, Wang & Severin, 1988; Bach & Speidel-Fiaux, 1989; Odom, Feghali, Jin & Weinstein, 1990; Nesher & Trick, 1991 ; O' Donaghue, Arden, O' Sullivan, Falcao-Reis, Moriarty, Hitchings, Spilleers, Hogg & Weinstein, 1992; Graham, Wong, Drance & Mikelberg, 1994) . Indeed, there are reports indicating that the PERG can be abnormal in ocular hypertensives and glaucoma suspects prior to the appearance of visual field defects (Trick, Bickler-Bluth, Cooper, Kolker & Nesher, 1988; Hull & Thompson, 1989; Pfeiffer, Tillmon & Bach, 1993) . This motivated us to attempt to isolate response components related to ganglion cell activity by means of the multifocal ERG (Sutter & Tran, 1992) . The multifocal technique offers information not readily accessible by conventional ERG techniques. Instead of a compound response waveform that reflects the mean retinal response, it provides a topographic representation of retinal responsiveness. In addition, it permits the mapping and characterization of nonlinear effects that are largely due to adaptive mechanisms. In this report we show that this information can be utilized to extract and map a 'pure' human ganglion cell response component.
Methods
The methods used in this paper consist of three steps:
Step 1: recording of the local response to flicker or pattern-reversal stimulation using concurrent multifocal stimulation;
Step 2: extraction of the local second order responses;
Step 3: decomposition of the local second order responses into contributions from the retina and from the optic nerve head and determination of the local latencies and amplitudes of the two components. Steps 1 and 2 are basically identical to the method used in earlier publications (Sutter, 1992; Sutter & Tran, 1992; . An outline of these techniques is given below. The apparatus used for the first two steps was VERIS™ science (Electro-Diagnostic Imaging).
2.1.
Step 1: recording
Stimulation
The stimulus consisted of an array of 103 densely packed hexagons tiling the central region of the visual field about 50°in diameter. The array was displayed on a high luminance monochrome CRT monitor with a P 104 phosphor. The hexagonal stimulus elements were scaled with eccentricity to approximately equalize the response amplitudes across the stimulated field (Fig. 1) . The temporal modulation of the hexagons was binary and consisted of alternation between two achromatic states. In most experiments the two states were levels of uniform brightness. In some experiments the hexagons were endowed with an achromatic pattern and the two states represented the two contrast polarities.
All stimulus patches were modulated in time in accordance with a complete cycle of the same binary m-sequence (Sutter & Tran, 1992) . Precise extraction of the local first and second order response components in
Step 2 was made possible by introducing a relative lag in stimulation of consecutive stimulus patches. This lag was an integral fraction of the m-sequence cycle length. The m-sequence was selected to guarantee orthogonality of the first order as well as the dominant second and third order response components. The pseudorandom m-sequence stimulation proceeded at the frame rate of the CRT display, which was 75 frames/s. In some experiments a frame rate of 67 frames/s was used.
Details on subjects and stimulus conditions for each experiment are provided in Section 3. The subjects were refracted after insertion of the contact lens electrode to their best visual acuity at the viewing distance of 40 cm from the stimulus monitor whose display area was 38 cm wide and 28.5 cm high. In all subjects vision was normal and the visual acuity was 20/25 or better. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
Signal deri6ation
The retinal signal was derived from the cornea by means of a standard bipolar Burian -Allen contact lens electrode. In one set of experiments a second signal was derived by referencing the corneal ring of the BurianAllen electrode to the corneal ring of a Burian -Allen electrode placed on the non-stimulated eye. The signals were amplified with a Grass Neurodata Model 12 amplifier system (gain 100000). The filter settings were band-pass between 10 and 300 Hz. The filtered signals were sampled at a rate of 16 samples per video frame.
Step 2: extraction of the local responses
The multi-input m-sequence stimulation technique outlined above permits extraction of first, second and higher order response components through cross-correlation between the m-sequence (as a sequence of minus ones and ones) and the response. The cross-correlation was executed by means of the Fast M-Transform algorithm (Sutter, 1991) .
This study focuses largely on a second order response component called the first slice of the second order kernel. It is derived from the response to binary m-sequence stimulation as illustrated in Fig. 2 . It is the mean response following transition between the two states of the focal stimulus regardless of the direction of the transition, minus the mean response following no change between two consecutive frames. Thus, the responses to both types of transitions are averaged together. In the case of a linear response, the two types of transition generate responses of opposite polarity that must precisely cancel. Note that for each configuration shown in Fig. 2 , the shaded patches represent frames in which the bright and the dark states appear an equal number of times during the stimulation cycle.
In the case where the stimulation is flicker, the transitions (bright-dark or dark-bright) are luminance changes common to the entire stimulated patch. In the case where the focal stimulus is the reversal of contrast in a check or bar pattern, one half of the stimulated area changes from dark to bright while the other half changes from bright to dark. Thus, the responses to the two types of transitions are already summed spatially.
Among all the response components obtained from the m-sequence technique, the first slice of the second order kernel is the component most closely related to the conventional PERG derived by averaging of the transient responses following the contrast reversal of a check or bar pattern. One can verify from Fig. 2 that the second order PERG derived by means of m-sequence stimulation is the mean response to a reversal of pattern contrast between two consecutive frames if the effects of preceding frames can be neglected.
When the m-sequence is used to control pattern reversal, all odd order response components such as the first order are expected to cancel. This follows from the fact that the reversal of contrast is equivalent to a small lateral shift of the pattern and from the assumption that the retina is reasonably homogeneous on a scale of the pattern elements. All even order components, however, should be identical to those obtained with flicker stimulation, provided that lateral mechanisms in the retina across contrast edges do not contribute significantly to the response and the effects of contrast attenuation across the pattern edges due to the optical modulation transfer function are negligible. How well these two conditions are met is estimated in the first part of this study where the second order responses to flicker and pattern reversal stimulation are compared. Fig. 2 . The derivation of the two dominant terms in the series of binary kernels. The top panel shows the first order kernel and the bottom panel the first slice of the second order kernel. The kernel derivation is equivalent to averaging the response epoch following all stimulus bins occurring during the recording using the weights +1 or −1. The weight factor is determined by the preceding stimuli. On the left are the specific sequences of bright and dark and the corresponding weights for the two kernel computations. The state of the stimulus patches shaded is not specified. For each of the configurations shown here they occur in both states an equal number of times during the m-sequence stimulation cycle.
2.3.
Step 3: decomposition Two different methods were used to isolate the signal components from two hypothetical signal sources.
Method 1
This method is based on the hypothesis that all the local response waveforms within concentric rings around the foveola contain two components of fixed shape combined at different relative latencies. The hypothesis ensued from scrutiny of variations in the response waveform across the retina. It was tested by means of an iterative algorithm that finds the two best fitting invariant components from a set of locally varying waveforms . It computes the waveforms of the two components as well as their amplitude and latencies in each of the measured sample waveforms. The accuracy of the two component model was tested by comparing waveforms synthesized from the two fixed components with the measured local responses.
Retinal anatomy and physiology changes strongly with eccentricity. Cell densities decrease and receptive field sizes increase with distance from the foveola. Therefore, invariance of the component waveforms was only assumed within concentric rings around the foveola and the analysis was applied separately to the local responses within such rings. The algorithm used to separate the two components is a refined version of a method introduced by Woody (for a summary see Ruchkin, 1988) . It is outlined below.
Since the latency of one of the components varies relative to the other across the field, summing the local traces time-locked to component 1 will cause temporal smearing of component 2. This temporal smearing amounts to low-pass filtering of component 2. Thus, the higher frequencies of the resulting average waveform belong predominantly to the aligned component 1. The average is used as the first approximation to the waveform of component 1 which we will refer to as the template for component 1 (TC1).
A weighted subtraction of TC1 from each of the original waveforms leaves a residue enriched in the higher frequencies of component 2. Next the residual waveforms were aligned to component 2. In the first iteration this was accomplished by aligning them to best match each other. In subsequent iterations a template for component 2 (TC2) is available and the residuals were aligned to best match this template. In both cases the optimal shift was determined by the position of the maximum in their mutual cross-correlation functions. Averaging the aligned waveforms 'filters out' some of remaining higher frequencies of component 1 which are now misaligned. The resulting averaged waveform is the first approximation to the template for component 2 (TC2).
A weighted subtraction of TC2 from each of the original waveforms leaves a residue R i that is enriched in the higher frequencies of component 1. The features in the residual waveforms are now shifted to best match TC1 (alignment to component 1). The optimal shift was determined by the position of the maximum in their mutual cross-correlation functions. Averaging the waveforms 'filters out' some of remaining higher frequencies of component 2 which are now misaligned. The resulting averaged waveform is the second approximation to the template TC1. Repeated iteration of this procedure leads to an increasingly accurate separation of the two components which slowly extends to lower frequencies.
The weight factors for the weighted subtractions of TC1 and TC2 from the original waveforms were estimated as follows: 1. the template was normalized in the RMS sense
where TC stands for either one of the component templates, t is its time coordinate; 2. the scalar product of the normalized template with the residual local waveform R i is the corresponding weight factor w
where i is the index for the stimulated patch. In most cases, Component 1 was found to have the same latency in all local waveforms within rings around the foveola. In the normal subjects used in this study, it varied at most by one time bin. To initiate the process of component separation, the latencies of the other components were estimated by visual inspection of the local response waveforms. The latency estimates were then updated after every ten iterations from the maximum in the cross-correlation function between the template TC2 and the residues. The iterations were continued until no significant changes were observed between batches of 50 iterations.
With high quality data sets, it is possible to start the iteration process assuming constant latencies for both components. However, this can lead to relatively poor matches between the template and some of the residual waveforms during the first few cycles of the iteration. The corresponding cross-correlation functions may then show several peaks of similar height. In this case, it is necessary to avoid selection of the wrong maximum by limiting the range of the cross-correlation function such that only small latency corrections are made each time.
Method 2
This method employs the combination of two recordings made simultaneously with different reference electrode placements. It is based on the following rationale.
Consider a single dipole source that generates a signal recorded by two different electrode pairs some distance away. Both pairs register the same signal, but at different amplitudes depending on their placement. In this case it must always be possible to find a linear combination of the signals from the two pairs that exactly nulls the signal. Consider now two dipole sources that contribute different response waveforms to a signal derived from the electrode pairs. If these sources also differ in the location and/or direction of their dipoles, then their relative contribution must depend on the placement of the electrode pair. Thus, it is in general no longer possible to achieve complete cancellation of the response by combining the signals from two different electrode pairs. While it is always possible to null the contribution from one or the other of the sources, they can not be nulled simultaneously.
In principle, the lack of a null point can be due to different directions of two dipole sources in the same location. However, as explained below, in the case of the focal ERG response, this possibility can be safely excluded. Consider that each stimulated retinal patch is a layered slab. With the exception of the regions near the foveola, we can assume that these slabs are reasonably homogeneous over their two-dimensional extent. It follows that the resulting dipole moments generated by different sources within the slab must all be perpendicular to the retinal surface and thus parallel to each other. Components parallel to the retinal surface that may be generated near the border of the stimulated patch tend to cancel when summed over the periphery of the patch. From these considerations it follows that the potential generated by each patch, at distances much larger than its diameter, is well approximated by a single dipole source whose waveform is the superposition of all the contributing mechanisms within the retinal slab. Thus, inability to cancel the response to focal stimulation derived from two different electrode pairs indicates the presence of an extra-retinal source.
From the relatively small variations in the waveforms across the visual field, we conclude that the hypothetical contribution from the optic nerve head is much smaller than the retinal component. Thus, the linear combination of the signals that cancels the retinal component is expected near the point where the two signals cancel. According to our hypothesis cancellation of the retinal component must yield residual local waveforms of very similar shape that increase in latency with distance from the nerve head. Any admixture of the retinal component that does not show the latency variations would result in significant local differences in the shape of the local residues. Thus, in order to establish the ratio for best cancellation of the retinal component, we varied the ratio until the residues became most similar in shape. Limitations of this method for canceling the retinal component and possible future improvements are addressed in Section 4.
Results

Comparison between the second order flicker and pattern ERG
The arrays of traces shown in the left panels of Fig.  3 represent the first slice of the second order kernel recorded from the right eye of a 41-year-old normal subject using multifocal pattern-reversal stimulation (top) and flicker stimulation (bottom). The stimulus was updated at the frame rate of 75 Hz. The maximum stimulus luminance was 600 cd/m 2 and contrast was 98%. The display was viewed through a natural pupil. Both records show strong variations in their waveforms across the stimulated retina, especially between corresponding nasal (N) and temporal locations (T). The similarity in the waveforms extends to features that appear to vary in latency with distance from the optic nerve head. These observations suggest that the two response types are largely generated by the same mechanisms. The panels on the right in Fig. 3 show the waveforms of the numbered patches shown in Fig. 5 with the approximate location of two such features marked with dots.
The similarities between the two arrays suggest that under the stimulus conditions used in these experiments, lateral mechanisms in the retina contribute very little to the response. In the absence of lateral mechanisms and contrast attenuation due to the optics of the eye, the first slices of the second order flicker and pattern responses are expected to be identical (see discussion in Section 2). While contrast attenuation across pattern edges is certainly a factor, some of the small observed differences may well be attributed to lateral mechanisms across the pattern edges.
The question arises as to what extent the hexagonal array of the multifocal flicker stimulus itself represents a pattern stimulus. Let us assume that under our stimulus conditions only nearest neighbor interactions among the stimulus patches are significant. When a stimulus patch changes brightness, on average, half of its neighbors also change. In half of these coincident events a neighboring patch changes in the opposite direction such that the border undergoes the same changes as the edges in the pattern reversal stimulus. On the other hand, on the borders with neighbors that do not change in brightness, one either observes appearance or disappearance of an edge. Thus, we would expect a contribution from these edges that is similar to the one generated by pattern appearance. The relative size of the contributions from edge reversal and edge appearance depends on the average range of the lateral mechanisms and on the scale of the hexagonal grid, i.e. on the circumference/area ratio of the stimulus patches. Considering that the diameter of the patches in our stimulus array varied from about 2°in the center to about 5.25°in the periphery, we assume that this contribution was relatively small.
A detailed examination of the contributions of lateral interactions to the multifocal flicker and pattern ERGs is beyond the scope of this study. We would like to point out, however, that a strong dependence of the second order responses on the distance from the optic nerve head is seen with both types of stimulation. The origin of this asymmetry is the main subject of this study. While the asymmetries are often more pronounced under pattern stimulation, this study is focusing on the multifocal flicker response. There are two reasons for this. First, the multifocal flicker response is easier to record as it is less sensitive to precise refraction and media clarity. This stimulation mode is, therefore, more suited to future applications in the clinic. Second, the mechanisms underlying the asymmetry are also reflected in the response components of odd-order and, in particular, in the dominant first order component (Bearse, Sutter & Palmowski, 1997) . This valuable information is lost when pattern-reversal stimulation is used because all odd-order response components are canceled due to the symmetry of this stimulus.
The most salient common feature of the second order response topographies for both modes of stimulation is a strong nasal-temporal asymmetry in the response density plots. In order to derive these plots, the ampli- Fig. 3 . Comparison between second order responses (first slice) derived with multifocal pattern and flicker stimulation from the right eye of the same subject. The trace arrays were extracted from typical data sets of 8 min length. Some spatial filtering was applied (each local trace was averaged with 1/6 of its six neighbors). The response arrays in the panels on the left illustrate the close similarities in amplitude as well as waveform. The panels on the right show the local traces on the second ring around the fovea (Fig. 5) . The filled dots mark the estimated location of features that appear to change in latency with distance from the optic disc. Fig. 4 . The response density topography (RMS measure) of the second order multifocal flicker response (right eye). Note the typical nasal/temporal asymmetry resulting in a bulge between the dip at the optic nerve head and the foveal peak. It is attributed to the superposition of two signals that vary in their relative latencies with distance of the stimulus from the optic nerve head. The superposition results in mutual enhancement on the nasal retina and partial cancellation on the temporal retina.
tudes of the local second order response waveforms were estimated by means of the RMS amplitude measure.
× epoch containing the response to be estimated
where t is the time coordinate, r i t is the response amplitude in time bin t and for stimulus location i.
As the stimulus patches increased in size with eccentricity, these amplitudes have no direct physiologically meaningful scale unless they are converted to response densities. Therefore, each local amplitude estimate was divided by the area of the corresponding stimulus patch (Sutter & Tran, 1992) . Fig. 4 shows the response density plot for a second order response to multifocal flicker stimulation. The height in this map is the RMS of the local signals of the trace array shown at the top of Fig. 3 , each divided by the corresponding stimulus area measured in deg 2 . The gross nasal-temporal asymmetries in waveform (Fig. 3 ) and response density (Fig. 4) are difficult to explain on the basis of retinal signal sources alone. Nasal-temporal asymmetries in the retinal anatomy and physiology have been studied in animals (Perry & Cowey, 1985; Lima, Silveira & Perry, 1993) and in man (Osterberg, 1935; Curcio & Allen, 1990; Curcio, Sloan, Kalina & Hendrickson, 1990; Dacey & Petersen, 1992) . While asymmetries have been found, they are relatively subtle within the central 25°and cannot explain our results. Similarly, no gross asymmetries have been found at these eccentricities in monocular psychophysical performance (Skrandies, 1985; Fahle & Schmid, 1988; Paradiso & Carney, 1988; Fahle & Wehrhahn, 1991) .
The two source hypothesis
Local second order responses corresponding to the numbered stimulus patches of Fig. 5 are shown on the panels on the right in Fig. 3 . They suggest a reason for the nasal-temporal asymmetries observed in the arrays on the left. With both multifocal pattern-reversal and flicker stimulation one finds a single prominent peak on the nasal retina in the proximity of the optic nerve head (traces 1 and 12 in Fig. 3 ), while at the same eccentricity on the temporal retina a later peak becomes more prominent at the expense of the first one (traces 6, 7 and 8 in Fig. 3 ). Closer inspection of the changes in the traces with increasing distance of the stimulus from the optic nerve head suggested the presence of an additive component whose latency increased with distance from the nerve head. The dots on the traces mark features attributed to this component. They are placed by hand at the approximate locations of two peaks in the suspected additive component. In trace 1 the earlier of the two feature is found on the down slope of the main peak. In traces 2, 3 and 4 it moves through a dip to a secondary positivity, enhancing it in traces 6 and 7 before moving back toward the first peak.
This scrutiny of the change in local waveforms led to the following hypothesis: The first slice of the second order multifocal flicker and pattern-reversal ERG receive contributions from two distinct sources. Component 1 originates from the stimulated retinal patch. Its latency is constant within rings of equal eccentricity. Component 2 originates from ganglion cell axons in the vicinity of the optic nerve head. Its latency increases with distance of the stimulus from the nerve head. This increase may be due to the delay in the propagation of action potentials along the unmyelinated axons of the nerve fiber layer. The beginning of myelination in the vicinity of the nerve head and the associated changes in the flow of membrane currents are seen as a possible generating mechanism.
Testing the hypothesis through decomposition
To test the two source hypothesis we designed an algorithm that permits the separation of the two components believed to be present in the local waveforms. This algorithm is described in Section 2. In this study we applied the analysis to the first and second order flicker responses.
This method of component separation requires that the waveform of each component is invariant within the set of composite waveforms used in the analysis (Section 2). Since retinal anatomy and physiology vary considerably with eccentricity, we felt that this assumption was only justified within rings of approximately equal eccentricity. The analysis was thus performed separately within the four innermost concentric rings (inset of Fig. 7) .
The data of Fig. 6 were derived from the right eye of a 45 year-old female. The stimulus array was viewed through a natural pupil. The mean stimulus luminance was 120 cd/m 2 and contrast was 60%. The array was updated at the frame rate of the video display which was 67 frames/s. Column 1 of Fig. 6 shows the 12 local waveforms of ring 2 starting from close to the optic nerve head and proceeding in counter clockwise direction as indicated in Fig. 5 . The local waveforms were taken from the average of three 8-min recordings. Some spatial filtering was applied: each waveform was averaged with 1/6 of each of its neighbors. This operation leads to a considerable improvement of the signal-tonoise ratio in each trace but reduces the spatial resolution of the analysis only slightly.
Columns 2 and 3 of Fig. 6 contain the extracted retinal component (RC) and optic nerve head compo-nent (ONHC). Note that the waveforms within each of these two columns are identical except for amplitude and latency. While the latencies of the RC are constant throughout the column, those of the ONHC increase at larger distances from the nerve head (elements 6 -8). In column 4 of Fig. 6 the waveforms predicted from the two component model (dashed lines) are compared with the original data (solid lines). The excellent match between the original local waveforms and those synthesized from the two fixed waveforms with different relative latencies supports our two component model.
If the component with locally varying latency indeed originates from a source near the optic disc, then its local latencies must be consistent with propagation delays in the unmyelinated nerve fiber layer. This question was addressed by estimating the propagation velocities within each of the four rings. The length of the nerve fiber connecting each stimulus patch with the nerve head was estimated on the basis of an image modified from Shields (1987) . In Fig. 7 the estimated fiber lengths are plotted against the local latencies for each of the four innermost rings shown in the inset. The feature whose latency is plotted is the peak marked in column 3 of Fig. 6 . The points derived for each ring indeed suggest a linear relation between fiber length and latency. The slope of the linear regression line through the points is the estimated propagation velocity 6. The propagation velocities derived from the concentric rings increased with eccentricity from about 40 cm/s at the innermost ring at 2-5°to about 120 cm/s at approximately 12.5-17.5°eccentricity. Fig. 8 shows the drop-off with eccentricity of the retinal and the optic nerve head components (RMS measure). Sutter & Tran (1992) found that cone medi- Fig. 7 . The estimated fiber length from each stimulus patch to the optic disc is plotted against the local latencies of the ONHC. The local latencies were estimated from the maximum in the cross-correlation as part of the extraction procedure. The four plots correspond to the four concentric rings of patches shown at the top. The slopes of the linear regression lines through the points represent the estimated mean propagation velocities (6) within each ring. ated response densities were well approximated by a power law except near the center. This was verified by plotting amplitude versus eccentricity in double logarithmic coordinates where a power law places the data points on a straight line and the slope indicates the power. The amplitude densities were normalized to 100% for the central element. The slopes of the regression lines through the data points represents the exponent of the power function that best approximates the drop-off in amplitude density with eccentricity. The slopes are much steeper for the ONHC indicating a faster drop-off. This is consistent with the decrease in ganglion cell/receptor ratio with eccentricity (Curcio & Allen, 1990; Wassle, Grunert, Rohrenbeck & Boycott, 1990 ).
Control experiment: synthesis and decomposition
The accuracy of the two-component fit and the propagation velocities derived from the local latency changes strongly support the hypothesis of a component originating from the vicinity of the nerve head. However, from the fit alone it is difficult to judge the accuracy of the component waveforms resulting from the decomposition. The relatively small range of latencies (28.9-36.4 ms in the second ring) implies that the components are well separated in their higher frequencies or sharper features (Section 2). However, we cannot expect high accuracy in the separation of their lower frequencies or smoother features.
To estimate the overall accuracy of the decomposition method we applied the analysis to a set of synthesized waveforms of known composition. As described earlier, the algorithm uses alignment and averaging to features in the waveforms that appear to belong to two different component waveforms. Thus, its performance must depend strongly on the frequency spectrum of the response and the range of relative latency shifts of the components within the data set. For a realistic test we used the two-component model of a real data set, i.e. a set of waveforms synthesized by means of the component waveforms, latencies and amplitudes resulting from the decomposition. These synthesized waveforms were then decomposed by means of the algorithm. Fig.  9 shows the comparison between the original component waveforms used for the synthesis (solid traces) and those retrieved through the decomposition (dashed traces). Peak latencies agree to within one data point (0.093 ms).
Contribution of the ONHC to the first order response
There is no obvious reason why the ONHC should only contribute to the second order response. One would expect to find its traces in all the terms of the binary kernel series that contain significant power. However, there is reason to anticipate a relatively larger contribution to the higher order terms. The existence of post-receptoral gain controls and nonlinear receptive field properties of ganglion cells suggest an increase in nonlinearities as the signals, after propagating through the retinal layers, reach the ganglion cell fibers. This may explain why the asymmetries caused by the ONHC were easily found in a second order term while nasal/ temporal differences in the first order waveforms are often barely detectable. However, from this it does not follow that the absolute size of the contributions from the ONHC to the first order response is negligible (Bearse, Sutter & Palmowski, 1997) . It may simply be difficult to see because of the large contribution from distally, more linearly responding sources. This rationale prompted us to apply the decomposition algorithm also to the first order responses.
Because of the very large difference in the contributions from the two mechanisms we found it expedient to start the algorithm with latencies that were close to the values found in the second order analysis. The resulting waveforms for the innermost ring are shown in Fig. 10 together with those of the second order decomposition.
Under the stimulus conditions used in this experiment (relatively high mean retinal illuminance of 38000 effective photopic Tds) the waveforms of the first and second order decompositions are quite similar. However, while the first and second order positive peaks of the RC are aligned, the second order ONHC traces are advanced by approximately 6.7 ms relative to the corresponding first order traces. This advance is one half of the base interval of the m-sequence stimulation (13.33 ms) used in this experiment. This suggests different types of nonlinearity for the two components.
Alignment of first and second order features are expected in the presence of adaptive nonlinearities or gain control mechanisms that scale the entire response by a multiplicative constant. The model used to illustrate the kernel derivation (Fig. 2) is of this type. This figure demonstrates how a reduction in the response amplitude caused by a preceding flash leads to a second order response of the same shape but inverted polarity. On the other hand, an inversion of a response peak combined with an advance by 1/2 the stimulation base interval suggests a saturating nonlinearity. The effect of a saturating nonlinearity on the two kernel slices is illustrated in Fig. 11 .
In this model the response peaks from two consecutive flashes are overlapping such that their superimposed signals drive the system into saturation. In the second order response an inverted peak is now found at the point of maximum saturation, at the location of the peak of the summed single flash responses. If the single flash peaks are approximately symmetrical in shape, then the peak must be located near the center between the two single flash responses, i.e. advanced relative to the first order kernel by half of the stimulation base interval as we observed.
It is worth noting that there is no evidence of a contribution from the a-wave to the second order retinal component. This suggests that under the stimulus conditions used in this study the response of the retinal cones was approximately linear. The positive component, however, exhibits strong adaptive effects.
It follows from the above that the estimation of the ONHC can be improved by aligning the first and Fig. 9 . Test of the decomposition algorithm. Twelve waveforms were synthesized using RC and ONHC waveforms and latencies obtained from the component separation. As a test of convergence and consistency the synthesized waveforms were decomposed again. The solid lines are the component waveforms used in the synthesis. The dashed lines are the waveforms obtained from the decomposition. Fig. 10 . Comparison of the RC and ONHC extracted from the first kernel and the first slice of the second order kernel for the innermost ring. While the b-wave peak of the RC is aligned in the two kernel slices, there is a relative shift of 6.7 ms in the major features of the ONHC waveforms.
second order contributions and subtracting one from the other (Bearse, Sutter & Palmowski, 1997) . We performed this combination before the decomposition into nerve head and retinal contributions for two reasons. First, this improves the signal-to-noise ratio in the input to the decomposition algorithm. Second, this produces partial cancellation of the outer retinal contributions whose features become misaligned in the combination.
Results of the ONHC extraction from the aligned and combined first and second order responses are shown of Fig. 12 . An estimation of the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio over the earlier extraction based on the second order component alone is given in the Appendix.
Testing of the two source hypothesis by changing the signal reference (method 2)
If the signal generated by stimulating a small retinal area indeed originates from two different locations, namely the retinal patch itself and an area in the vicinity of the nerve head, then it must be possible to vary the mixture by changing the placement of the reference electrode. By combining the responses from two such signal derivations at appropriate ratios it should then be possible to cancel the signal from one or the other of the two contributing sources. On the other hand, if all the signals originate in the retina itself, one should always be able to find a ratio that nulls the entire response elicited from a particular retinal patch, as discussed in Section 2.
Two recording channels were used for this test. One signal derivation was conventional by means of a bipolar Burian-Allen electrode, i.e. the signal from corneal ring was referenced against the speculum of the electrode itself. The aim in choosing the second signal derivation was to achieve a distinctly different mixture of the two sources, preferably increasing the contribution from the hypothetical source at the nerve head. It is clearly not possible to noninvasively place an electrode near this site. An important consideration in choosing the second reference placement is the fact that bone is a poor conductor compared to the other tissues (Rush & Driscoll, 1969) and thus electrical currents must flow predominantly through openings in the skull. Fig. 11 . The first slice of the second order kernel in the presence of a saturating nonlinearity following a low-pass filter. This illustration shows how a reasonably symmetrical peak whose width is larger than the base interval of stimulation will result in a peak in this second order waveform that is advanced by approximately half the base period.
peared to emphasize the variations in waveform with distance from the nerve head. Such local variations are visible in the left panel of Fig. 13 where the inter-ocular traces from the ring of Fig. 5 are shown. The most salient difference between the traces is found in the latencies of the second negativity which progressively decrease with increasing distance from the nerve head. This seemingly contradicts the nerve head component hypothesis that predicts an increase rather than a decrease in latency. The apparent paradox will be explained below.
That the waveforms from the two derivations indeed differ was tested by attempting to cancel the waveforms through a weighted subtraction of the two records. Such cancellation was not possible. Near the minimum, when the inter-ocular and bipolar derivations were combined at the ratio of 1:− 1.4 we consistently found a nearly invariant waveform that showed an increase in latency with increasing distance of the stimulus patch from the nerve head (see right columns of traces in Fig.  13 ). Shape and latencies of this residual closely match those of the ONHC waveforms extracted from the first order response using Method 1 (Fig. 10 ). This suggests that the inter-ocular derivation contains a substantially larger contribution from the optic nerve head than the bipolar derivation. We conclude that this combination of the two derivations cancels the RC and only the smaller signal contribution from the source near the nerve head remains.
The paradoxical latency shifts of the negativity at about 42 ms observed in the first order kernel are larger in the inter-ocular record. This suggests that they are a consequence of the contribution from the ONHC. Note that the ONHC (right column of traces in Fig. 13 ) has a peak whose latency varies with stimulus location from about 44 to 52 ms. When the ONHC is superimposed on the RC it has repulsive effect on the valley at of the RC at 43 ms. This effect is illustrated on the right in Fig. 13 . When the features in the two waveforms are well aligned (traces 1 and 12), the latency of the valley in the RC remains unaffected. However, as the latency of the peak in the ONHC increases (e.g. traces 6 and 7) the valley in the combination is pushed to earlier latencies. Fig. 14 shows the residual first order responses obtained for rings 1, 2 and 3. Here responses from pairs of stimulus patches in the upper and lower hemifields located at approximately the same distance from the nerve head have been combined. For ring 3 the waveforms are slightly less consistent which suggests that the cancellation of the RC is less perfect. Within this ring the distances between the stimulus patches and to some extent also their orientations vary over a wider range. This is expected to lead to local amplitude variations in the retinal component that are larger in the inter-ocular signal where the electrodes are not arranged symmetriPlacing the reference electrode on the other eye provides an alternate, well-conducting pathway to the nerve head through the optic canals.
A second Burian -Allen electrode was therefore placed on the non-stimulated eye and its corneal ring was used as a reference for the signal from the corneal ring of the stimulated eye. The first order responses from the inter-ocular derivation were compared with those of the bipolar derivation from the stimulated eye. While the bipolar recording resulted in better signal-tonoise ratio, the reference to the contralateral eye ap- cally to the optic axis. Consequently the factor for best cancellation of the retinal component also varies along the ring. However, in this initial study it was kept constant which limits the accuracy of the source isolation. The slightly imperfect component separation results in a small and locally varying residue from the RC that may explain the remaining differences between the residual waveforms of ring 3.
The plot of Fig. 15 represents the latency topography of the ONHC extracted by means of Method 2. The local latencies were derived from the maximum in the cross-correlation function between each trace and a template waveform. The template used for this purpose was the average of the traces surrounding the disc.
Summary and discussion
It is generally believed that pattern-reversal stimulation is needed to elicit an appreciable ERG component originating from ganglion cells (Fiorentini, Maffei, Pirchio, spinelli & Porciatti, 1981; Maffei, Fiorentini, Bisti & Hollander, 1985; Marx, Bodis-Wollner, Podos & Teitelbaum, 1986; Johnson, Drum, Quigley, Sanchez & Dunkelberger, 1989) . In this study we found a close similarity between the second order responses to flicker and pattern reversal stimulation suggesting that both contain information concerning ganglion cell function. Both exhibit a strong nasal-temporal asymmetry that appears to be due to an additive component that increases in latency with distance of the stimulus from the optic nerve head.
The close similarity between the responses obtained with the two modes of stimulation is rather surprising considering the spatial band-pass tuning found in numerous PERG studies (Maffei, 1982; Odom, Maida & Dawson, 1982; Korth, Rix & Sembritzki, 1985; Vaegan & Arden, 1987; Sutter & Vaegan, 1990; Yang, Reeves & Bearse, 1991) . At a mean eccentricity of 12°the dominant spatial frequency in our triangular pattern stimulus was about 2.25 cpd which is near the frequency of maximum PERG response and should generate a considerable pattern specific response component. This apparent discrepancy may be explained by the shallow drop-off of the PERG toward low spatial frequencies and the possibility that hexagonal patches of the multifocal flicker stimulus may already generate a considerable pattern specific response component.
Using a decomposition algorithm we tested the hypothesis that the local latency differences are due to propagation delays in the unmyelinated nerve fiber layer and that this component, thus, likely originates from a source near the nerve head. The decomposition algorithm recognizes and separates two components from a set of waveforms on the basis of their independently varying latencies. It was applied to the first order response to multifocal flicker stimulation, and the first slice of the second order flicker response.
Assuming that the component waveforms are constant at similar eccentricities, we performed the analysis on sets of waveforms within concentric rings around the foveola. The results strongly supported our twocomponent hypothesis in five ways. We found: 1. the multiplicity of waveforms encountered within such rings could be described with great accuracy by two component waveforms added with differing relative latencies; 2. the latencies of one component (retinal component) did not seem to vary with stimulus location while those of the other (optic nerve head component) increase in proportion to the fiber length connecting the stimulus area with the nerve head; 3. the propagation velocities derived for the concentric rings (41-120 cm/s) are in the same range as those found by means of antidromic stimulation in the cat retina (Stanford, 1987) , the rhesus monkey (Ogden & Miller, 1966; Gouras, 1969) and the Japanese monkey (Fukuda, Watanabe, Wakakuwa, Sawai & Morigiwa, 1988) . The velocities estimated by Ogden & Miller (1966) Gouras (1969) are somewhat larger: 1.8 m/s for tonic cells. However, they cannot not be directly compared since these measurements include part of the optic tract and it is not known how much of the fiber length was myelinated. Assuming that the source of the ONHC coincides with the beginning of myelination, we should expect somewhat smaller velocities from our experiments such as those reported by Ogden & Miller (1966) or Fukuda, Watanabe, Wakakuwa, Sawai & Morigiwa (1988) , who measured the propagation delays differentially between points within the nerve fiber layer; 4. the propagation velocities estimated from the latencies of the ONHC increase with retinal eccentricity. This finding is consistent with studies of fiber diameter distributions in the monkey retina. It is well known that propagation velocities in unmyelinated fibers depend on the fiber diameter: 6= kD; where 1.4Bk B1.8. Fukuda, Watanabe, Wakakuwa, Sawai & Morigiwa (1988) verified that velocities are proportional to the square root of the fiber diameter. Fiber diameter distributions, on the other hand, have been investigated in a number of studies (Ogden & Miller, 1966; Ogden, 1984; Fukuda, watanabe, Wakakuwa, Sawai & Morigiwa, 1988) .They were found to increase with the eccentricity of the originating ganglion cells. The smallest fibers are found in the papillo-macular bundle and originate from the perifoveal area where the packing densities of ganglion cells are highest; 5. further evidence for signal contributions from two spatially separate sources was derived from experiments using two different electrode placements. For both derivations the active electron was the corneal ring while two separate signal references were selected that promised to result in different ratios of the contributions from the two signal sources. Appropriate combination of the signals from the two recording channels led to a component whose locally varying latencies agreed well with those expected for the ONHC. In this study cancellation of the retinal component was optimized by manually adjusting the combination of the two signals to achieve the best match among the residual local waveforms. This procedure can be replaced by algorithms that measure the similarity using cross-correlation and optimize the combination with a goodness-of-fit criterion (L 2 measure). However, to justify the added complexity it will be necessary to address yet another problem already pointed out at the end of Section 3: Since the physical distance between the contributing sources varies with stimulus location, the assumption made in this study that the ratio for ONHC isolation is the same for all stimulus locations is only approximately correct. The point of best cancellation of the retinal component must vary somewhat with stimulus location. The error resulting from using a common factor is expected to be smallest for the two innermost rings where the distances between the patches are small. This is indeed the case, as can be seen in Fig. 14 where the largest variability between waveforms is seen in ring 3. A more precise isolation of the ONHC in future studies will, thus, also require local adjustment of the ratio at which the two derivations are combined.
In their recent study, Vaegan & Sanderson (1997) were unable to find any evidence for the ONHC. However, these experiments were performed with a relatively low luminance stimulus, short recording times and by means of monopolar electrodes rather than bipolar contact lens electrodes for signal derivation. While such recordings may be adequate for mapping dysfunction of the distal retina, the resulting signal-to-noise ratio does not permit reliable detection or extraction of the ONHC.
Altogether the results of our study suggest strongly the presence of a response component originating from ganglion cell fibers near the optic nerve head. In addition the study demonstrates ways to enhance and extract this important response component. At the present time multifocal estimation of this component requires high quality records of 8 -16 min in length. Through further optimization of the spatial and temporal stimulation parameters and improvements in the extraction algorithms it may well be possible to develop a viable technique for testing of nerve fiber function in the clinic. Preliminary exploration of the ONHC in a few patients with glaucoma and optic atrophy yielded encouraging results (Bearse, Sutter, Smith & Stamper, 1995; Bearse, Sutter, Sim & Stamper, 1996) Clearly, the ONHC is not the only signal from retinal ganglion cells as there also are signal contributions from the ganglion cell layer in the retina. However, it seems to be the component most easily recognized and isolated from the multifocal data sets. As one can reasonably assume that its amplitude is proportional to the retinal ganglion cell component, it can be of great help in the search for stimulus conditions that maximize all ganglion cell contributions.
The accuracy in estimating the signal from the ONHC can be substantially improved by aligning and combining the contributions to the first order and dominant second order terms. Below the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio of the of the ONHC is estimated. Amplitudes are given in arbitrary units. The noise estimate for the first and second order components is identical. In the combination the noise thus increases by 2. The improvement in signal-tonoise ratio achieved by combining the two nerve head components is thus 7.93 3.832 = 1.47
The RMS amplitude obtained when the first and the second order components are combined before the decomposition is 8.323 and results in a signal-to-noise improvement of 8.323 3.832 = 1.54
